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Abstract
These late breaking results present a study extending the
implementation of a computational model of graded cueing
feedback from our previous work (Greczek et al., 2014).
The model was extended to a nutrition education task with
two sub-goals. Graded cueing helped 92.3% of participants
to reach the correct answer, providing further evidence for
the potential of the graded cueing model to promote user
autonomy in health behavior tasks.

therapy technique of graded cueing (Bottari 2010).
Graded cueing involves giving therapy patients the
minimum required feedback while guiding them through a
task. The goal of this process is to empower patients with
autonomy to perform health behaviors outside of therapist
intervention. The key challenge in giving graded cueing
feedback is to strike a balance between promoting
autonomy and preventing monotony or frustration.

Introduction

Methods

As robot hardware, software, and affordability improve,
studies involving socially assistive robots (SARs) will
grow in scale, both in duration and the number of
participants. Consequently, we will be able to examine
how human-robot relationships can be built, sustained, and
used to educate and train users in new health behaviors and
self-management techniques. However, not all robotmediated interventions can go on indefinitely. Finite
interventions should encourage user autonomy, so the user
can remain effective in the new behavior after the
intervention has ended and the robot is gone.
Treating a patient as an apprentice rather than a
dependent has been shown to result in greater proficiency
at self-management (Moore 2012). This philosophy of
patient-centered care respects the humanity of individuals
with chronic conditions and other persistent healthcare
problems.
Importantly, this perspective must be
incorporated into the design and implementation of robotmediated healthcare interventions in order for them to be
accepted by real-world users.
Our initial approach toward encouraging user autonomy
and promoting generalized skill learning through robotmediated intervention was to model the occupational

Our computational model of graded cueing is a
probabilistic model of first prompt choice. The model
consists of all possible levels of feedback as a list of states,
ordered by increasing specificity. P0 in Figure 1 represents
the success state. The goal of the model is to select the
first prompt to give the user depending on the user’s ability
level.
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Figure 1: A one-goal, one-step task with N levels of specificity.

Ideally, this first prompt is adequately matched to the
user’s ability level, and this is all that is required for the
user to correctly complete the task. If not, any subsequent
prompt required is the next most specific prompt on the
list. To achieve rapid adaptation over a short interaction
period, a probabilistic model was used, wherein the model
maintains a distribution over the states, is updated based on
user responses, and selects actions by sampling from the
distribution.
The graded cueing model was previously implemented
in a study with children with autism spectrum disorders
(ASDs) we conducted. In that study, using graded cueing

feedback was found to be beneficial to task performance
compared to maximally specific feedback (Greczek et al.
2014). The model was implemented for an imitation game
played between a Nao robot and a child with an ASD. The
implementation consisted of one step (copy the robot) and
one goal (imitation accuracy above a threshold). For the
presented study, graded cueing was implemented for a task
with one step and multiple goals.
This study of the graded cueing model was part of a
larger, multi-session study to examine child-robot
relationship-building across six interaction sessions over
three weeks. The basis for interaction was the robot
character teaching children about healthy food choices
through a nutrition education game. During the second
session of each week, the goal of the game was for the
child to find all the healthy (prop) foods and place them on
the plate. This resulted in two sub-goals: one for getting
all the healthy foods on the plate, and one for not having
any unhealthy foods on the plate (shown in Figure 2).
These sub-goals were implemented with ranked levels of
feedback for each individual food item.

Figure 2: A one-goal, one-step task with N levels of specificity.

Feedback to remove unhealthy foods was first priority;
then, if there were no unhealthy foods left, feedback to add
more healthy foods was given. More details about the
experimental design can be found in the full study
publication by Short et al. (2014).

Results
Overall, 92.3% of sessions saw the participant reach the
correct answer, and 91.7% of sessions required at least one
prompt from the robot. 204 prompts were given during the
“lunch” lesson (Day 2), 93 during the “snacks” lesson (Day
4), and 59 during the “dinner” lesson (Day 6), for a total of
356 total prompts. The per-day breakdown of the average
number of prompts required by all participants is shown in
Figure 3.
Because most of the participants chose the correct foods
by the end of each interaction, the graded cueing feedback
likely did not hinder the participants’ progress. While the
type of prompts were different during each lesson, the

Figure 3: The average number of prompts required per session.

number of prompts required during each lesson decreased
over time, which suggests that participants improved on
the task over time. However, there is still a question of
how much the skills learned during these intervention will
persist after the robot is gone.

Conclusion
This work aims to address HRI research problems related
to building human-robot relationships and promoting user
autonomy. When a social bond is likely to develop during
a robot-mediated intervention, it can also be used to
influence user behavior for the better. However, robotmediated interventions have a finite duration, at least for
the foreseeable future. Thus, the question of promoting
user autonomy is especially important, given that the robot
will not always be present/active, or stay with the user
forever. Our goal is to develop methods that will enable a
socially assistive robot to enter someone’s life, facilitate
desired behavior changes, but also leave lasting benefits
that continue beyond the intervention.
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